We have applied the method of Gor'kov for deriving the acoustic radiation potential on a sphere in an arbitrary sound field. Generalized potential and force expressions are derived for arbitrary standing wave modes in rectangular, cylindrical, and spherical geometries for the case where the sphere radius is much smaller than the wavelength {kR < 1). Criteria for determining radiation potential minima are derived and examples of characteristic spatial radiation potential profiles are presented. Single modes that can sustain stable positioning are discussed for each geometry. The localizing force strengths for representative standing wave modes in the three geometries are also compared. In this paper, we consider the positioning of samples due to acoustic forces only. However, the method developed here is general and can be extended to include gravity or other external forces.
Gor'kov assumed that the radius of the spherical particle Re, A, wh•re X is the wavelength of the sound. ns Then using results derived in Landau and Lifshitz,•6 4• was expressed entirely in terms of incident field quantities. In addition, the compressibility of the particle and the possib/lity that it may be set in motion by the incident wave was taken into account." After considerable algebra, ns Gor'kov finally ob- For comparison and computational purposes, we define the following dimensionless expressions for the radiation potential, force components, acoustic pressure, and particle ve- For practical applications of acoustic positioning, it is important to know the degree of stability prov/ded by a radiation potential well. When random external forces are present, a sample will move away from the potential m/n/mum. If the external force is small, the degree of sample stab/lity w/ll depend on the strength of the acoustic restoring force near the potential minimum. In general, the potential well is not symmetric, and there will be characteristic directions that correspond to the weakest restoring forces. The maximum restoring force •m• along any particular direction occurs at the inflection points between the potential maxima and minima.
In the neighborhood of a nondegenerate minimum, the potential energy and forces may be written in a form identical to that of a three-dimensional anisotropic harmonic oscillator (see Appendix B).
Z (8)
where the restoring force constants • are i, =
These dimensionless restoring force constants are useful quantities for comparing the positioning capabilities of various potential minima for modes of the same or different geometries. In Seas. II-IV, we will develop the radiation potential and force expressions specific to chambers of rectangular, cylinckical, and spherical geometry. The three coordinate variables of a given geometry will each define nodal force surfaces. Potential minima correspond to the intersection of certain nodal force surfaces determined by selection rules. In most cases, these minima will be isolated points, lines, or surfaces depending on whether the normal mode is a function of three, two, or one of the coordinate variables, respectively. However, for cylindrical and spherical geometries, there are special modes of only two coordinate variables that have isolated minima points. These special modes are important for acoustic positioning applications and will be discussed in detail. The notation used for the rectangular, cylin- drical, and spherical geometries discussed in this paper are given in Table I .
II. RECTANGULAR GEOMETRY
We will first investigate the critical points of the radiation potential for a rectangular chamber. We shah be mainly interested in the location of the minima and the behavior of the potential near the minima. For rectangular geometries, a spatial position is designated by thex,y, and z coordinates, (xyz), and a normal mode is given by the integer quantum numbers n,,,n•,n=,(nxn•nz). 2ø The origin (000) for the rectangular coordinate system is chosen to be at a comer of the chamber.
The velocity potential for a standing wave field in a rectangular chamber of dimensions l:,,l,,lz is ß •.= -(volt)cos •x cos k•.v cos k,z sin tot, where the subscript i corresponds to the odd m direction. 
wherex is a solution of one or more of the following expressions, depending on the mode: 
•t (,t,)= (f•/3}./g(X)-(f•/2)./• (X),

Extending this comparison to any (mnn•) mode shows that increasing rn by 1 introduces two additional •-nødal
force planes that can intersect the existing r-and z-nodal force surfaces to produce new potential minima. Similarly, increasing n by 1 introduces an additional r-nodal force cylinder into the chamber. The characteristics of the potential minima for the various cylindrical modes discussed in Sec. III are given in Table VII. 
IV. SPHERICAL GEOMETRY
In' a spherical chamber of radius r o, a spatial position is designated by the 0, r, and • coordinates (0r•) and a normal mode is given by the quantum numbers l, n, and rn, (lnm). 2ø
The origin (000) for the spherical coordinate system is chosen to be at the chamber center. The sphere is the most symmetric of the three geometries discussed in this paper and has positioning features not found in rectangular and cylindrical geometries.
The Table VIII appear as I and m increase.
•/•) = (A/3• (•) --( f2/2• (•), (54) •,(•) = [ [ (2oe•/3f2) + 1 ] Jo(•) -(2/•)j,(• )} f2J,(• ).
In general, the potential minima of oblique spherical modes are isolated critical points derived from the intersection of r-, 0-, and •-nodal force surfaces. However, the high degree of symmetry in the spherical geometry can lead to a situation where only two of the variables need to be specified in order to have all the forces vanish. This case occurs only for the (ln 1) modes where, for one potential minima set, the In the (221J rectangular mode, the force in the z direction is always larger than the x and y force components, as shown above. For a given dimension 1,, the x and y forces will be maximum and equal when the length ratio l•/lx = 1. In order to determine the type of critical point atx½, we form the so-called Hessian matrix off. The Hessian off, denoted by Hf, is the symmetric matrix of all possible second partial derivatives off, i.e.,
•lOx2
Oxfx,
: example, for a n Xn (nondegenerate) Hessian, I =-0 means a minmum, I----n means a maximum, and 0<l<n means a 
where N is a dimensionless constant,
I
The magnitude of N depends on the geometry and mode. For rectangular geometries, we can easily integrate F_.q. 
